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 -liberation 1.07-1.07 or if you want to use the old one, sudo apt-get purge ttf-liberation that one should work Noi: my ubuntu is
up to date. How can i downgrade? tiwake no problem ledeni: not sure how to downgrade I have a very strange problem after
upgrading to ubuntu 16.10: when I try to login to the gui, I don't see the login screen but I'm redirected to the desktop, and it

works fine bibi_: try logging in to terminal and pastebin the output of "cat /var/log/Xorg.0.log" Ben64: why the cat? And I don't
see any error in the log file I'm not sure... check if another distro offers older version bibi_: it dumps out the contents of the file
Ben64: actually i think he can't install libreoffice ledeni: he hasn't said that Ben64: Noi: i think he can't install libreoffice ledeni:

what error does he get? Ben64: ah ok, I don't see the login screen in the log file, but when I try to login in the terminal I get a
black screen Ben64: Ben64: from ledeni-Sony: ledeni: when you did "sudo apt-get install libreoffice", what was the error Ben64:

do you know why? bibi_: huh? bibi_: so it works for you? I mean it works for me but when I try to login in the gui, after
entering my password, I see the login screen and it's unclickable, so I can only go to the desktop Ben64: in the gui And
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